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QUFORA A/S
Qufora develops medical devices in the field of gastroenterology and urology. We are a Danish  
product development company (established in 2006) focusing on innovative medical devices, 
marketed under the Qufora® trademark. 

We are in close dialogue with users and professionals to integrate their knowledge and experience 
in the product development of new innovative products.

The collaboration has enabled us to develop an exciting portfolio of urine bags and accessories, 
with focus on product quality and ease-of-use for both professionals and users. 
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Scale and comfortable soft backing  
on multi chamber bags

Flexible tube with non-return valve

Q-flow or T-tap valve, operated  
with one hand

Holes for attaching velcro strap

QUFORA® LEG BAGS 

Qufora® Leg bags are comfortable to wear, having a nice fit 
to the leg. The bag is almost invisible underneath the clothes 
when filled and the soft backing ensures high comfort, even 
in warm conditions.

Qufora® Leg bags are subject to strict quality requirements 
to meet the expectations of a user-friendly and durable bag.

Connectors - available in two versions -
with or without needle-free sampling

NON STERILE

PRODUCT FEATURES

Five different sizes – 500 ml and 750 ml with a multi-
chamber system as well as 350 ml, 600 ml, 750 ml and 
800 ml without multi-chamber system. 

Sterile and non-sterile version. Most of the bags have an 
adjustable tube.

Sterile Leg bags are available with needle-free outlet for 
urine sampling in four sizes.

The universal connector makes it easy to connect the 
Leg bag to a catheter or a male external catheter.

The discreet, soft and flexible tube ensures a high  
degree of freedom of movement.

The non-return valve prevents the urine from running 
back in the tubing, thus preventing infection risk.

The multi-chamber system ensures that the Leg bag is 
almost invisible under clothing, even when full.

The back side has a skin-friendly ’non-woven’ soft back-
ing for increased comfort.

Available with either the discrete Q-Flow valve, T-valve 
or Lever valve - all can be operated single-handed.
 
The drainage valves are easy to operate and can be 
emptied in a hygienic and safe manner.

The Leg bag can be connected directly to a Bed bag. 
This reduces the risk of infection in the event of rupture 
between catheter and Leg bag.

The Leg bags are individually packaged.
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MULTI CHAMBER - DRAINABLE - ADJUSTABLE TUBE / LOOSE CONNECTOR / CAP - SINGLE PACKED

STANDARD - DRAINABLE - SINGLE PACKED

COMBI - DRAINABLE - LOOSE CONNECTOR / CAP - SINGLE PACKED

REF Volume Tube Valve Soft backing Qty/box

11121501 500 ml 50 cm T-valve Yes 10

11121502 * 500 ml 50 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

11121802 ** 500 ml 10 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

11161502 500 ml 50 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

11321501 750 ml 50 cm T-valve Yes 10

11361502 750 ml 50 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

*with 1 pair of straps; ** no adjustable tube.

REF Volume Tube Valve Soft backing Qty/box

11061901 * 350 ml 30 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

11221502 * 600 ml 50 cm Q-Flow Yes 25

11221902 600 ml 30 cm Q-Flow Yes 25

11223802 ** 600 ml 10 cm Q-Flow No 25

11251502 * 600 ml 50 cm T-valve Yes 25

11251902 600 ml 30 cm T-valve Yes 25

11259802 ** 600 ml 10 cm T-valve No 25

11451502 750 ml 50 cm T-valve No 25

11451803 750 ml 10 cm T-valve No 25

11421502 * 800 ml 50 cm Lever Yes 25

11451502 * 800 ml 50 cm T-valve Yes 25

*adjustable tube / loose connector / cap; **slanting tube.

REF Volume Tube Valve Soft backing Qty/box

11751101 * 1.500 ml 90 cm T-valve Yes 10

*adjustable tube / loose connector / cap

STERILE

DUO – DRAINABLE - NEEDLE-FREE SAMPLE PORT - SINGLE PACKED

MULTI CHAMBER – DRAINABLE - NEEDLE-FREE SAMPLE PORT - SINGLE PACKED

REF Volume Tube Valve Soft backing Qty/box

12561001 * 1.000 ml 90 cm Q-Flow Yes 20

* extra needle-free sample port; “doghouse”; fixation string; hanger; odor filter; wide inlet tube

REF Volume Tube Valve Soft backing Qty/box

12061901 * 350 ml 30 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

12161502 * 500 ml 50 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

12161802 500 ml 10 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

12221502 * 600 ml 50 cm Lever Yes 10

12251902 * 600 ml 30 cm T-valve Yes 10

12361502 * 750 ml 50 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

12361802 750 ml 10 cm Q-Flow Yes 10

* adjustable tube / loose connector/cap; 12221502: no needle-free sample port; 12251902 and 12161802: wide inlet tube
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Both drainage valves are easy to operate 
with one hand

“Eyes” for attaching to a bed bag stand

Non-drainable bag

Connectors - available in two versions -
with or without needle-free sampling

QUFORA® BED BAGS

Qufora® Bed bags are designed for hospitals, nursing homes 
and home care with focus on functionality and security.

Qufora® Bed bags are available in several versions and sizes 
to suit individual needs.

“Doghouse”

PRODUCT FEATURES

A wide product assortment. Available in sterile or non- 
sterile, long or short tubes, drainable and non-drainable 
and with or without needle-free sampling.

Has a universal connector which easily connects to the 
catheter or Leg bag.

The flexible connection tube provides for safe drainage 
and allows the bag to be placed below bladder level.

The non-return valve prevents the urine from running 
back in the tubing, thus preventing infection risk.

Capacity: 750ml, 1.500 ml or 2.000 ml.

Two different drainage valves - free-flow T-valves or 
large Lever valve. The drainage valves are easy to 
operate.

The Bed bag can be emptied in a hygienic and safe way.

Clear scale on the outside makes it easy to read the 
urine volume.

The free-flow or large outlet ensures that clots freely  
can pass.

Tube lengths from 10 cm - 130 cm.
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NON STERILE

NON-DRAINABLE – TEAR MARK – SINGLE PACKED

DRAINABLE – SINGLE PACKED

REF Volume Tube Valve Single packed Qty/box

13303802 750 ml 10 cm - Yes 25

13703412 1.500 ml 110 cm - Yes 25

13703802 1.500 ml 10 cm - Yes 25

13703902 1.500 ml 35 cm - Yes 25

13800101 2.000 ml 90 cm - No 10

13803112 2.000 ml 90 cm - Yes 25

REF Volume Tube Valve Single packed Qty/box

13753101 1.500 ml 90 cm T-valve Yes 25

13850301 2.000 ml 130 cm T-valve Yes 10

13851202 * 2.000 ml 130 cm Lever Yes 10

13853101 2.000 ml 90 cm T-valve Yes 25

13853401 2.000 ml 110 cm T-valve Yes 25

13853402 ** 2.000 ml 110 cm T-valve Yes 100

13853403 ** 2.000 ml 110 cm T-valve Yes 100

* needle-free sample port; extra needle-free sample port; odor filter; hanger; sliding clamp; bed sheet clip; wide inlet tube
** wide inlet tube

STERILE

DRAINABLE – NEEDLE-FREE SAMPLE PORT – ODOR FILTER - SINGLE PACKED

REF Volume Tube Valve Single packed Qty/box

14823202 – U4 2.000 ml 120 cm Lever Yes 25

14851201 – S4 2.000 ml 120 cm Lever Yes 25

14853202 – Q4 2.000 ml 120 cm T-valve Yes 25

14853203 * 2.000 ml 120 cm T-valve Yes 50

16823201 ** 2.000 ml 130 cm Lever Yes 20

- U4/Q4: fold-away holder; bed sheet clip; tube clamp; wide inlet tube 
- S4: “dog-house”; bed sheet clip; tube clamp; wide inlet tube 
* no odor filter, bed sheet clip or tube clamp 
** closed system: drip chamber; “doghouse”; hook; odor filter; fixation string; bed sheet clip 
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QUFORA® ACCESSORIES

Qufora® Accessories are designed for easy and discreet use 
to give the user greater freedom of movement.

PRODUCT FEATURES

Hanger. It is durable and fits all beds and can easily be 
operated with one hand.

Velcro strap for attaching the Leg bag to the leg, so it 
can be worn discreetly under clothing.

The floor stand can be used for both Leg bag and Bed 
bags. On one side, the floor stand is equipped with one 
large hook for a water bag and the other side with four 
small hooks for a bed bag.
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REF Description Qty/box

21100101 Bed hanger 5

21100301 Leg straps – 1 pair 10

99910009 Floor stand 1

Hanger

Velcro strap

Floor stand

►

T-valve

Lever valve

Q-Flow valve

QUFORA® CATHETER VALVES

The catheter valves can be attached to permanent catheters 
as an alternative to a urine bag, which provides the user 
more freedom and discretion.

All valves are easily operated with one hand. 

The valves can be connected to Leg and Bed bags.  
 
Single packed. Sterile.

PRODUCT FEATURES

The Q-Flow valve has a soft silicone tube and is easy to 
put together with a urine bag or catheter.

The Q-Flow valve is easy to handle with one hand - 
also for people with reduced hand mobility. The valve 
secures a free flow of urine at between 90˚ and 180˚. 
Furthermore, 180˚ ensures that the valve does not close 
during the night.

►

►

REF Description Qty/box

21104101 T-valve 30

21104201 Q-Flow valve 30

21104301 Lever valve 30

‘Free flow’ at 90°-180°

Night position 
at 180°

Closed

T-valve and Lever valve, both equipped with a soft sili-
cone tube and easy to handle with one hand.

►
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QUFORA® VALVES QUFORA® ACCESSORIES
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At Qufora A/S we know what challenges our users face in everyday life. Thanks to our extensive experience 
and in-depth product knowledge, we know of the hidden problems and complications that many people 
think they are the only ones having.

Based on this knowledge, our vision is to create products that are comfortable, safe and easy to handle - 
but also to break down taboos and build awareness of the area.

For us, it is about adding quality of life and facilitating everyday life for people - both for the caregiver in 
their daily work in hospitals and other institutions and for the user in his or her everyday life.

NOTES



Qufora® is a registered trademark of Qufora A/S. All rights reserved Qufora A/S, 3450 Allerød, Denmark.

Contact 
Qufora A/S
Gydevang 28-30
DK-3450 Allerød
Denmark

Tel:    +45 88 30 05 92
Fax:   +45 88 30 05 93
info@qufora.com
www.qufora.com
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